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See below for more detailed descriptions of mitosis and meiosis.
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Mitosis. Your body contains trillions of cells (thousands of millions).
But you started life as a. Welcome to CELLS alive! Explore * Study *
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Play Cells, Microbes and the Immune System Quick Find: Cellular
Glossary. If you're looking for the assessment tool page, please look
at the archive copy | Freeman. A concept map is a special form of a
web diagram for exploring knowledge. Unique Animal, Plant and
Bacteria Characteristics. For life all cells have basic needs. Cells
have diverged in their structure and function to accommodate these.
This gives a 9 : 3 : 3 : 1 ratio for the F2 generation, made up of : 9
double dominant (56%) or phenotype Round, Yellow 3 dominant
recessive (19%) or phenotype Round. Start studying 8 Stages of
Meiosis. Learn vocabulary, terms, and more with flashcards, games,
and other study tools.
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